Natural Environment Inventory and Interpretive Concepts
Petrie Island Study Area
December 1999
An Overview of the Study, with key findings and recommendations
“Natural Environment Inventory and Interpretive Concepts – Petrie Island Study Area” was prepared for
the City of Cumberland, Ontario in December 1999 by Daniel F. Brunton Consulting Services. The Friends
of Petrie Island have prepared the following overview of the report. While this overview attempts to
summarize the key findings and recommendation of Brunton’s report as accurately as possible, this
summary is not an authoritative substitute for the report and may include unintended differences with the
information therein. All quotations are from the 1999 report, unless otherwise stated.

Key Points from the Summary
 Study area is one of only a handful of island/wetland complexes in the Region in
a predominantly natural condition
 Includes Provincially Significant wetland
 Recommended ANSI (1995)
 Woodlands
o predominantly deciduous swamp forest.
o Provincially Rare Hackberry swamp forest on the central portions of the
major islands
o Suspected to support Provincially Rare plant species (Cat-tail Sedge)
o Several Regionally and Locally Rare vascular plant species
 Sandy shorelines
o Provincially Rare plant species (Gattinger’s Prairie Grass)
o Large number of Regionally and Locally Rare plant species
o Important turtle breeding sites
o Extensive open water vegetation complex with Regionally Rare plant
species and a number of locally significant species
 Marsh Habitat – fewer significant natural values than more natural marshland
would provide
 Regenerating meadow and scrubby deciduous forest – not of intrinsic significance
 Queenswood Forest - remnant of forest which formerly dominated Ottawa River
shores
 Rich assemblage of significant vascular plants, including very large population of
Provincially Rare Tear-thumb
 324 of the 430 recorded species of vascular plants in the study area are native
species
 Over 10% of the native flora is Regionally or Provincially Rare, an exceptionally
high score for the Region
 Recreational use is possible without the loss of significant ecological values
 “Future recreational initiatives, however, must ensure that present ecological and
landscape features and processes are protected and thrive if the long-standing
appeal of the Petrie Islands study area is to be sustained.”
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Study Area
 ~ 100 ha. study area including Petrie Island and Queenswood Forest
 mainland portion includes a mature woodland area and regenerating pastureland
 Petrie Island
- less directly impacted than mainland
- major impacts include sand extraction operation
- the causeway and road leading to the Island, several cottages, walking
trails, and the picnic area
- Carillon Dam (1964) had a major impact, flooding lower sections of study
area, and transforming abandoned pasture into march habitat
- designated Class 2 Provincially Significant wetland (1987)
- recommended as a Provincially Significant ANSI (Area of Natural &
Scientific Interest) (1995)
Objective of the Study
 to provide municipal and other interested parties with the ecological information
necessary to make well reasoned management decisions concerning Petrie Island
study area
 to assist in ongoing recreational and interpretative planning
Natural Environment Resources
 Vegetation and habitat (see the map at the end of this document)
o Wetland habitats
 Deciduous swamp forest – “...the ultimate development of wetland
habitat in the study area, providing the most secure and stable form
of vegetation ... forms a foundation upon and around which the
more dynamic, transitional vegetation and habitats – and their
wildlife – can form and develop. Although supporting a relatively
low level of biodiversity, this is one of the most undisturbed forest
vegetation types in the Ottawa-Outaouais area and ...is one of the
few available examples of habitats maintaining a high degree of
ecological integrity.”
 Thicket swamp – “typically transitional between marsh and forest,
often supporting a high level of biodiversity in narrow bands of
habitat, frequently tolerating more physical impact than more
mature, less dynamic habitats can sustain... provide breeding sites
for many marsh birds and both feeding and sheltering opportunities
for small wetland mammals”
 Meadow Marsh – “... in the Petrie Islands study area, meadow
marsh is an anomaly, dominating sites which shallow marsh
vegetation would naturally occupy. This serves to stabilize such
sites, perhaps retarding natural succession to other natural wetland
habitats. Biodiversity is low in this non-native vegetation, with
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relatively few opportunities being provided for nesting or feeding
by native fauna”
 Shallow Marsh - “although degraded somewhat by flooding
impact...shallow marsh vegetation supports the richest native
biodiversity in the Petrie Islands study area, including the highest
populations of marsh fauna. It represents a dynamic, substantially
disturbance tolerant habitat well adapted to exploiting the
ecological resources provided by a steady flow of fresh water in a
shallow site....also serves to protect the structure of the island
complex by mitigating the physical impact of lacustrine processes
(ice and water erosion, sedimentation, etc.)
 Submerged Shallow Water Aquatic – “Provides the transition
between Marsh habitat and open water and supports a rich natural
biodiversity. An abundance of feeding and sheltering opportunities
are provided for fauna (particularly fish and deeper water herptiles,
such as turtles). Without on-going physical disturbance, natural
succession will transform this into Marsh habitat. The growing
abundance of non-natural aquatic plant species ... (in the study
area) is accelerating the succession and reducing the high level of
ecological integrity typically exhibited by this vegetation in such
clean-water situations.
o Upland habitats
 Deciduous forest – primarily on the mainland, also small areas on
the islands - “represents the most mature vegetation cover of
uplands (in the study area). Although limited in extent...the
remaining young to nature Deciduous Forest habitat supports a
representative set of native upland flora and fauna found
commonly in the Ottawa-Outaouais area, as well as Regionally
significant flora in the small area of rare Hackberry-dominated
forest.”
 Fresh-moist mixed forest – “transitional between the Deciduous
Forest habitat (common (in)... the Ottawa-Outaouais area) and
Coniferous Forest...The somewhat cooler-than-normal, northsloping site of the Queenswood Forest reflects that intermediate
situation and contributed (sic) the maintenance of Regionally
significant flora and fauna more typical of Canadian Shield forest
habitats”
 Sand barren – “typically displays a low but primarily natural
biodiversity with a strong influence of northern species of plants
and animals...little direct ecological connection with neighbouring
wetland and swamp forest habitats and supports populations of
several plant species which would not normally be expected on an
alluvial island.”
 Cultural – e.g. regenerating pasture on south side of the marsh –
“non-native ‘weed’ species ... compete with native species at the
edges of natural forested habitats, reducing the ecological integrity
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of such indigenous habitats. Although utilized by native wildlife...
such habitats typically support few significant ecological values.”
 Flora – the flora of the study area is diverse – approx. 440 species recorded,
“dominated by species typical of and common to the Region” including a
relatively large number of significant plant species due to its relatively intact
vegetation and its geographic location. Approx. 25% are non-native species, this
is typical for Ottawa-Carleton uplands areas. “Less disturbed swamp forests are
largely free of non-native influences.”
 Fauna – as with flora, representative of common, widely distributed species
typical to the Region with relatively few rare species.
o Birds – mostly common wetland and upland breeding species or migrants,
no evidence of residence of significant species
o Mammals – relatively few mammal species, mostly small populations of
common species. No Regionally significant species observed or reported.
o Amphibians and reptiles – mostly common/representative species, though
several species (e.g. Green Frog, Leopard Frog, Painted Turtle) seemingly
occur in large numbers. “No long-term data are available to compare
population trends at the Petrie Islands study area. In light of widespread
reports of declining amphibian populations in Canada, suggest information
would be potentially important.” One introduced species, a Red-eared
Slider, was observed in the area. “It is not clear if the establishment of this
exotic reptile would pose a significant threat to native turtle species.”
Significant Features
 Significant vegetation in the study area
o Provincially significant vegetation
 Hackberry Mineral Deciduous Swamp – extremely rare in Ontario
 Hackberry Dry-fresh Deciduous Forest - very rare in Ontario
o Regionally significant vegetation
 Sugar Maple-Hemlock Forest – the Queenswood Forest mature
mixed forest represents a significant proportion of this uncommon
vegetation in Ottawa-Carleton
 Pondweed Submerged Shallow Water Aquatic – “a case can be
made that the complex of deeper water aquatics amongst the Petrie
Islands ... should be considered of exceptional occurrence within
the context of Ottawa-Carleton.”
 Significant flora
o Provincially significant vascular plants
 Cat-tail Sedge (Carex typhina) – not observed by Brunton but
reported in earlier studies
 Gattinger’s Prairie Grass (Panicum gattingeri) - not observed by
Brunton but reported in earlier studies
 Tear-thumb (Polygonum arifolium) – abundant in Queenswood
Forest
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o Regionally significant vascular plants – 30 native vascular plant species
from the study area are Regionally Significant
o Locally significant vascular plants – 52 native vascular plant species from
the study area are Locally Significant
o Significant vascular plant species comparison – “The significant vascular
plants of the Petrie Islands study area make up an unusually large
proportion – 27%- of the known natural flora diversity... Only the
Regionally virtually unique Mer Bleu conservation area possesses a richer
array of significant taxa. This likely reflects:
 the rare and unusual vegetation of the Petrie Islands study area
 the relatively high level of ecological integrity of the significant
vegetation
 the Petrie Islands’ exposure to active plant migration pathways
along the Ottawa River (i.e. water flow, animal movements, etc.”)
 Significant fauna
o Significant bird species
 No Provincially Significant bird species are presently known to
breed in the study area
 Two Regionally Significant species are known to breed in the
study area:
• Cooper’s Hawk
• Common Raven
o Significant mammal species – no provincially or regionally rare mammal
species have been recorded in the study area.
o Significant amphibian and reptile species –
 no provincially or regionally rare mammal species were observed
in the study area during the study
 Two Regionally Significant species (both reported by earlier
studies)
• Map Turtle
• Blanding’s Turtle
 Significant Areas
o Queenswood Forest: “The regionally uncommon vegetation, Provincially
and Regionally significant flora and complex landform formation combine
to form a landform-vegetation complex that is unique in Cumberland and
perhaps in all of Ottawa-Carleton. The relict upland forest cover here is
situated on an unusual landform and presents an exceptional interpretative
opportunity.”
o Petrie Islands swamps and aquatics: “This inter-related complex of
Provincially and Regionally significant swamp forest, marsh, deep water
aquatics and emergent shores presents a package of wetland features and
values which is unique in Cumberland. It encompasses the least disturbed
upland and wetland portions of the Petrie Islands complex. Two disturbed
areas of Provincially significant Hackberry Swamp vegetation are
excluded from this otherwise predominated intact wetland complex. The
Petrie Islands study area offers the best opportunities in Ottawa-Carleton
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for the interpretation of Ottawa River alluvial island formation, their
ecological sensitivities and carrying capacities.”
Interpretive concepts
 Interpretive development opportunities
o “nowhere else in Ottawa-Carleton is an essentially intact Ottawa River
alluvial island complex accessible by road. The ... study area includes
virtually complete representation of the major landscape and biodiversity
features and assets of these unusual and ecologically sensitive sites.”
o only passive (pedestrian) travel is appropriate on land beyond the
physically disturbed portion of East Island
o more intensive recreational use (picnic areas, major interpretative signage,
bicycling facilities, etc.) cannot be undertaken in the North West, Centre,
and South Islands without significant ecological impact.
o development of such facilities in the East Island and causeway area (those
areas already impacted by recreational development and sand extraction)
can (apparently) be undertaken without significant ecological impact
 Interpretive themes
o Ottawa River Dynamics
o Island Formation and Development
o Habitat and Biodiversity
 Interpretive trails
o Hard-surfaced trails (rock crush or asphalt) would be inappropriate in this
flood-prone site
o Native hard-packed sand can provide a satisfactory and practical trail
surface
o Bridges and crossings of wet places along trails should be of minimum
width and construction standard and built with wood or other natural
materials (e.g. bedrock boulders). A related study, also conducted in 1999
by Thakar Associates describes ecologically appropriate trail width and
construction standards
o Potential trail routes (note: several of these trails have been completed
since the study was done in 1999)
 Island trail (including a foot bridge across outlet of Turtle Bay)
 Shore Trail
 Queenswood Forest Trail
 Self-guiding water-based canoe/kayak route
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